
 

Heat
An importantconcept for understanding how heat is measured is
heat capacity
heatcapacity amountof heatneeded to raise an object'stemperature

by one Kelvin

heatcapacities generally increase with increasingtemperature

heatcapacities can vary particularly for gases depending onwhether the pressure or volume is held constant as heat is
transferred

so we specify Cp m Crim
T

molar heat
molar heat capacity

capacity at constant
at constant volume

pressure
intensive

recall extensive Cp ncp m property
property

Sometimes we'll use Cp s the specific heat capacityat constant pressure
intensiveextensive

property CP Mcps property

compound Temploc CP.es JKgok
Hz0cei 15 4.1814
H2Oes 11 2.03
Cac Cs 0 0.85
MgOCsi 0 O 87
SiOzes 25 0.739
02cg 25 0.917



Theenergy transfer as heat is a path integral

q InCpmdT or g JnCr mdT
path

moles Path
moles

calorimetry is The science of measuring heat flow
based ontemperaturechange

Bomb Calorimetry
Consider a chemical reaction that releases energy
into its surroundings

A t B C t D energy
The energy can be released into the surroundings throughheat and work

If we seal thereactants into a vessel strong enoughThat The
volume cannot change Then there can be no expansion work
and The 1st law becomes

SU q tw at constant volume

in this constant volume situation all the energy must get
released into The surroundings as heat

2 Thermometer
www Bomb Calorimetry measures

ftp
adlwabaeaetgic heat flow at constantvolume

A t B g nCvnDT _SU

Q f
volume



In Calorimetry The 1ststep is to calibrate the
calorimeter by introducing a known quantity of heat
and measuring the temperature rise

using reaction of

9known known DU
Ccalorimeter

heat IT measured
capacity of
calorimeter

The oxidation of hydrazine is
NzHoyCe t 02cg Nzegg t 21120cg t

61,8
KT

energyreleased
when 1.00g of hydrazine is oxidized in a bomb calorimeter the
temperature increasesby 3.51 C What is the heatcapacityof the
calorimeter

Change in energy for rxtn is DU 618KJlmole
for 1.00g of NzHy This corresponds to

dU 1.00gNatty inglenook 642 19.29 KT

and all this heat flows into The calorimeter causing
its temperature to rise i.e

since D Ucalorimeter t DUrxtn O

Then DUcalorimeter SUman 19.29 KJ

DUcalorimeter G Ccalorimeter DT

thus calorimeter 9 5.510 kHz
ST

Remember SU is a state function Cunlike g so this
number is good regardless of the history of the reactants
and products i er I mole of hydrazine always react with
1 mole of Oz to give 618 kJ of energy



Enthalpy
Manychemicalreactions occur at constant pressure rather Than
constant volume
Whengasesexpand out of open reaction vessels they are doing par
work on the surroundings

Thiswork is lostfrom apracticalpointof view since it is dissipated into
the surroundings

e g Acag Beag caq Drag

tWhen we do a calorimetry experiment
at constant ambient pressure measure
The heat given off we can't measure
the pav work

Su qt w G PAK
T

we want to measure quantities like DU because it is
a state function but clearly su is not so easy
to measure in this example

mat
The gas formed in the reaction
expands against a constant paiggitiitt

If we can assume that the pressure remains
constant during the reaction Then we candefine a new state function called Enthalpy

H U pv
um xp

H has nice property that during any constant pressure
process the change in enthalpy will be

d H du t dput pdr
do since P is constant



i e DH I du pdV at const p

and since dU daft dw dq pdV
we get

dlt dq pdv pdV dq.pe
dniester if
at constant
pressure

i e as long as we hold pressure constantThen heat flow will equal a state
function called enthalpy assuming we only
allow expansion work and no other types of
Thermodynamic work

Since dq n CpmdT d H isobaric process
then

ncp.vn Cp 8
P

recall that
Cv

v

Howdoes Cp differ from Cv
at constant volume all heat That goes into systemleads to raising the temperature no work possible

at constant pressure some heat that goes into system
leads to expansion work and so less energy goesinto raising the temperature so Cp Cv

for liquids and solid The difference is small but is more
significant for gases
consider an ideal gas where we can write

H Ut p V I Ut n RT



Then DH a du t n RAT assume closed system
where dn 0

a
Cpdt CudT

So

Cpdt I CudT t n Rd T

becomes Cp Cvt n R

i e The difference between molar heat capacities
of an ideal gas is R

C pm Crim R


